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Each mobile ad type has another important benefit for mobile apps. However, it
doesn’t mean that every mobile ad format will work for your mobile app. You need
to be very careful while choosing the best alternative(s) for your app. You should
know each of them in order to pick the best one(s) for your precious app.

In this eBook, you’ll find out the 9 effective mobile advertising channels with their
best practices.

You’ll learn about;

• Mobile Video Ads
• Playable Ads
• Native Ads
• Social Media Ads

• Facebook App Install Ads
• Twitter App Install Ads
• YouTube Ads
• Instagram App Install Ads

• Interstitial Ads
• Boost Campaigns

Let’s start! J
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Let’s start with why you should invest in mobile video ads to acquire users.

Effectively convenient

With a video, you can show what your app is capable of in a matter of seconds. As marketers
thrive to have their apps recognized, video ads can provide an opportunity for them to have their
message conveyed within 30 seconds or less. Mobile video ads can tend to be much more
convenient for a user to see than read a long description about the specific app.
It is true that more and more people are moving away from television and even desktops to
smartphones. And this opens the gate for app developers to reach a high number of audiences
globally. Several studies have shown that individuals who view a video are more likely to engage
with the application being advertised as compared to other forms of media such as text and
images. This alone can serve as a reason why you should be investing a fair amount of effort in
creating a mobile video advertisement.

Social Media and the ‘Viral Effect’

The key to the success of any form of marketing is for the promotion to spread like a virus. This
certainly tends to be the case for online social networks where anything that goes viral is sure to
pop up on millions of mobile screens. And nothing tends to get more ‘views’ and engagement
than a viral video. YouTube is proof with some videos racking over a billion views.

Social media, being a free platform to utilize, can help your mobile video become viral and
ultimately have those viewers download your application. The ‘virality’ of your campaign, however,
will highly depend on how you execute it. But should your videos be different and appealing to
the viewer, it will spread like fire. The easy sharing capabilities of social networking sites like
Instagram and Facebook has given marketers a huge chance to have their application recognized
all across the world. This has been made easier through many social networks that have
successfully integrated themselves for mobile functionality.

Mobile Video Advertising 



Now it’s time to find out the best practices for mobile video advertising.

1- Be Action-Oriented: Your video needs to accomplish more than explaining why people should
download your app. You should create a video encouraging audience to take an action. Use words
smartly and create a setup. Think big to convince people.

2- Include a Call To Action (CTA): Think beyond the borders and be creative. Don’t just say
Download. Create a CTA convincing people to download your mobile app.

3- Work on Different Screen Sizes: There are several screen sizes that you should consider to get
the most out of your ad. After doing your segmentation, work on your video for different sizes.

4- Focus on the Need, Not Your Features: You don’t have too much time to explain yourself to
your audience. Don’t oversell and focus on which problem you fixed for your audience. Show them
your competitive advantage.

5- Consider Localization: If you have a global app which serves in different countries with
different languages, you need to consider localization for your mobile app.

Mobile Video Advertising 

Image Source: https://appintop.com



Today, ads are getting more elaborated than ever before and it is a good thing because
advertisers are looking for methods to attract more users with innovative solutions. This is the
case of playable ads. For a definition, playable ads are ads that you can interact with (play
with). Users can test an app through these ads before downloading it. This can be the response
for the reticence of users to old boring static ads. They offer the opportunity for the user to
engage with the app and to figure out if he likes it or not. Of course, the condition for
development team to take advantage of this kind of ads is to have an amazing app that can
convince the user to download it after he used it for a little while.

How Do Playable Ads Work?

Advertisers need to be inventive, mainly because of the frustration that users experiment when
dealing with an annoying ad. Even if mobile ads can be one of the most powerful weapons for
mobile marketers and app developers, when you ignore their best practices and rules, ads might
be a reason for uninstalls. So you need to be careful and creative while trying to convince people
use your app. Playable ads are of the most engaging ad types for game apps to present your app
in an interactive manner. Now, let’s started with their working algorithm.

First, you can just look at one example with this little game with pandas. A playable ad offers free
trial of an app before you can make the decision to download it. This means that it is using
virtualization technology to stream a portion of the app to the user who will see how it works in a
period of 30 to 60 seconds (and even 10 minute for Google ads) until he will be asked to
download it. The trick is to discover the moment when potential users are reaching the top of
engagement. Then you will pop up a message with a call to action button where you will ask them
to download it if they liked it and if they want to use it further. For example, Hotel Tonight lets
customers to look for last minute deals and if they want to book a room they have to download
the app. Although you would think that Interactive Ads are more suitable for games, there are
other areas where this type of ads makes the difference in front of users’ eyes, like social, travel
and e – commerce apps.

Playable Ads

http://img.serveroute.com/panda_pop_v2/demo_portrait.html?dev_nomraid=1


Why Does It Matter?

We will point out some of the main reasons to use playable ads.

• Great conversion. The number of users that get impressed by this technique is larger because 
these ads are not seen like real ads. In this case, the user doesn’t feel that is being persuaded 
to do something. The impression is that he is receiving something for his own interest. So, the 
conversion rate is 7 times higher as mNectar states.

• No annoying moments. Playable Ads are not intrusive. Your audience can choose if he wants to 
interact with them or not. They have an option to skip the ad if he doesn’t want to play.

• Higher lifetime value. You can reach high – quality users because they are aware of what they
are downloading so, they have a great lifetime value. If you don’t know how to calculate and
maximize LTV (lifetime value) of your app users, you can check this post.

• Reduced app uninstall rate. Google says that just 1 in 4 apps are being used after downloading 
it. But, this is not the case with playable ads. While users are already engaged, it is easier for 
marketers to increase the retention rate. If you can’t track your app’s uninstall rate, here is the 
list of 7 tools to track Android and iOS App Uninstalls.

• Real tracking opportunity. It is a great advantage for marketers to use these ads because they 
can measure the real engagement and they can figure out faster the results of their work now 
that campaign is more transparent.

• Higher app monetization. If the number of downloads is higher, so are the earnings for
development and marketing team.

Playable Ads

http://mnectar.com/how/
https://appsamurai.com/maximizing-lifetime-value-of-an-app-user/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/mobile-app-marketing-insights.html
https://appsamurai.com/7-tools-to-track-android-and-ios-app-uninstalls/


Successful Examples of Playable Ads

Now let’s look at some successful examples to understand playable ads better.
Google offers playable ad service since he acquired Agawi, a company specialized in streaming
native apps, in June 2015. They use AppGlimpse streaming technology for Trial Run Ads. Users
can test an app from search results up to 10 minutes before downloading it. AdWords Search Trial
Run Ads gives customers the opportunity to interact with an app through a button called Try Now
near the Download button.

Playable Ads

Take a look at this ad for Cookie Jam. Don’t you feel you want
to play it now?

You have also an option to make your playable ad rewarded to
increase its chance to be downloaded. Extra lives or coins can
make your ad more appealing to its audience. mNectar
provides rewarded playable ads for game apps to let them
acquire engaged users.

According to CrossInstall’s data, after applying playable ads
strategy for their game they accomplished to increase the
number of new users with 20%, 50% of programmatic traffic
and 20% overall traffic and they highlight that conversion rates
are 20 – 25 % bigger.

Another success from CrossInstall was their campaign for SGN
Company for the game named Panda Pop that resulted into
double digit increases in revenue and LTVs. The ARPI was 158%
higher than the average and day one retention rate was about
67%.

https://developers.google.com/ads/
https://adwords.googleblog.com/2015/12/trial-run-ads-interactive-interstitials-beta.html


Native Ads for Mobile Apps and the Web

It is common for people to think of native mobile ads similar to those that run on the web.
Although not significant, the difference is still worthy of being understood. Native mobile ads can
take the form of in-app advertisements and this requires a different form of search optimization
than when you are using google or other social media platforms. App stores have different
algorithms and therefore App store optimization is a factor when dealing with native ads.
Furthermore, native search ads that appear on search engines on the web have a different form
and content than those on a mobile device.

Response of Users to Native Ads on Mobile

Native advertisement has been on the rise and it is likely that it will rise significantly due to its
effectiveness as stated by a report published by business intelligence. However, the acceptance by
the general public of such ads is something that needs to be considered. Is it safe enough to
consider that the target audience of these ads is actually approving of it?

The answer to the question is perhaps mixed. According to a report published by the MMA, native
ads are certainly more desirable by agencies than the conventional obtrusive ads. Moreover,
mobile native ads were attracted three times more attention from users than the usual banner
advertisements. Also, interacting with the native ads consumed 40 percent more time of the users
than with the traditional ads.

However, this is not the whole picture. There have been other researches which show the
disapproval of those who encountered native ads that were sponsored.

Native Advertising



According to the above chart, 61% of the respondents have doubts about the credibility of the
sponsored ads while 22% of them do not even know what sponsored ads are.

Native Advertising

Another interesting result showed that
consumers are much comfortable with
banner ads as illustrated by the graph
below.

This shows that people do not usually
trust sponsored ads.

Source: Contently 2014

Source: Civic Science 2015



Commonly used Platforms for Native Ads

Having discussed the general behavior of users to native ads on mobile, it is time to consider as to
what are the most popular platforms being utilized for native advertisement.
Buzzfeed is a well-known platform where sponsored native ads are not an uncommon sight. News
websites such as the New York Times, Forbes etc. are heavily utilize for native advertisements as
well.

Advantages of Native Advertisement

You must be wondering as to what are the real benefits of native ads over the conventional ones.
Well, first and foremost, native ads have a much higher response rate from viewers. This is
perhaps due to their ability to blend in with the surrounding content and appear as an editorial
rather than as an explicit ad. This prompts the viewer to actually click it. Native ads are a form of
content marketing and can therefore be very effective in making the viewer click it through a very
compelling message.

Moreover, native ads can be shared and this means if the viewer knows someone who might be
interested, the ad can spread quite easily among people. This is therefore a digital form of word of
mouth.

So which platform is the best?

Given that there are so many platforms available, it is really up to the advertiser as to which
platform it plans to use. It really depends on the type of ad you want to sponsor. You cannot have
an ad that is about education in the midst of content that is related to technology.

Native Advertising



1- Facebook
It is beyond doubt that Facebook is one of the greatest sources for brands to reach their
audiences, because it is the biggest social media platform in the world. According to a study
conducted by Verto, Facebook’s app is dominant among other apps regarding both reach (115 M
monthly users) and time spent (14 hours per user per month). So it is a perfect place to grow your
app, especially in terms of app downloads.

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

http://www.vertoanalytics.com/us-digital-content-market-report/


1- Facebook
Its huge usage is not the only reason to prefer Facebook app ads. Let’s look at the important
ones.

• It provides perfect segmentation options that help your app reach the right audience.

• It is cost effective for cost per installs. You can easily increase your downloads with costs lower 
than other social media platforms, like Twitter and Instagram.

• If you also need to increase the retention rate of your app, Facebook provides ads that drive 
engagement for your current users. So you don’t have to think about how to fix the retention 
problem with a lower cost.

• Facebook Insights help you understand how well your ad performs on Facebook. Both during 
and after the ad campaign, you can find the main metrics to benchmark with your KPIs. You 
can also easily create and benchmark for different versions of your app by analyzing the 
results.

• If you choose Facebook App Install Ads correctly, you increase your downloads with lower 
costs. And that means you rank higher in app stores with lower costs.

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Pick the Right Audience by Creating Your Segment

The best part of Facebook app ads is its amazing segmentation feature. Here are the details and
how you should use it to get the most out of it.

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

This process must be taken seriously. You really need to know who your target audience is. If you
don’t have a study on this, this is a serious problem that can even effect your ROI calculation.
Analyze your existing users (and even Facebook follower demographics), talk to them, conduct a
poll, and do anything to find your real audiences.

Here is another way – the easiest
way to create Facebook mobile app
install ad – using Facebook
Analytics for Apps. As Facebook
stated clearly: “Facebook Analytics
for Apps is a powerful solution to
understand the people who use
your apps, optimize their
experience and reach them with
powerful campaigns. With over a
billion people on Facebook,
Analytics for Apps is the only
solution that gives you audience
insights like age, gender, education,
interests, country, language, and
many more.”

It is perfectly integrated with Facebook Ads Manager, too. You can follow every important metric
you need. We highly recommend using it for better analysis. It is easy to implement the audience
analysis that Facebook Analytics for Apps gave you in your Facebook Ads Manager.



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Pick the Right Audience by Creating Your Segment

Now, let’s look at what data Facebook Ads Manager needs to create your segment.
Facebook Ads Manager gives you the opportunity to segment your user, according to these
criteria:

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Location(s): You can choose more than one country and more
than one city in a specific country. You can also exclude
locations to get better results. Facebook also gives you the
chance to add bulk locations if you have a very detailed location
list to make it easier to add.

Language(s): Again you can choose more than one language. However, pick the language your ad 
and your app consists of to reach the most suitable audience and increase the chance of 
download. Leave this option blank, unless the audience you are targeting uses a language that is 
not common to the location you have chosen in the location part.
Age: You can select the minimum and maximum ages you think are most relevant to your app.
Gender: If your app is highly relevant to only one gender, you can specify your segment in this 
part.
Demographics, Interests & Behaviors: In this part, you will show how well you know your target 
users. Facebook provides hundreds of options here to make your segmentation You can choose 
an interest, like “mobile marketing”, or you can choose demographics, like “Friends of Upcoming 
Birthday”, or you can choose a behavior, like “Fans of 3 or More Teams.” Another amazing feature 
is you can also exclude people with specific demographics, interests, or behaviors. To create a 
better Facebook ad with higher results, start by filling in this targeting part fully and correctly.



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Pick the Right Audience by Creating Your Segment

Connections: If you need to narrow your targeting according to your connection level, Facebook
allows this too. You can reach people who have a specific connection to your page, app, or event
(if there are any).

Mobile Device: If your app is only available in App Store or Google Play or it supports specific
devices, you have the option to target your audiences according to mobile device preference. You
can even pick such device models, like Samsung Galaxy S4.

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Give the Benefit You Provide Not Your App’s Features

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

One of the common mistakes app
owners or advertisers do is focus on the
app’s features. People do not care how
many or how amazing your app features
are. They care about how they can get
benefit from it. So show them why they
need your app by convincing them via
your benefits. You can use this in the
visuals and descriptions of your
Facebook ad.

Research shows people love the words that provide a benefit to them. Let’s deep dive for more
understanding. According to research conducted by HubSpot and AdEspresso, users take action
on the ads that include the words:
• You/Your
• Free
• New
• Now
Because these words speak directly to the audience, people love them. Also positive sentiments,
according to the same research, have a higher chance to make people take the action you want
them to. Positive words, like capable, win, and yummy, have a higher chance to get the attention
of your audience.

http://offers.hubspot.com/successful-facebook-ads


1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Use the Power of Numbers and Stats

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Numbers and stats have a huge power on
people to convince them to take an action,
because they make them feel part of a big
community or like they have exclusive
opportunities. If you show them these benefits
by using numbers, they feel a part of it. Do you
have a music app? Then show them how many
songs are inside it, how many people are using
it, or how many music categories you provide
inside the app. You can also use this pillar for
discount rates, too.

Here are best practices for using numbers in your ad:

• Social proof is important. This is why you should choose the largest numbers you can.
• How many people are using your app is an important and convincing stat. It shows how trustful

your app is.
• “+” has a positive feeling on Use statements such as “10.000+ users” or “10.000.000+ songs” in

your ad.

Image Source: http://venturebeat.com/2013/06/28/behind-the-top-
mobile-ad-publishers-facebook-google-pandora-and-twitter/



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Choose the Best CTA for Your Add

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Don’t underestimate the power of your
CTA for the success of your ad. Consider
the CTA text, according to the category of
your app and the ad type. First, you need
to think about the action your audience
takes when they click your ad. They’ll want
to do what they are promised in the call to
action. So don’t disappoint them. Then,
look at what Facebook provides you as
CTA. Be creative and choose CTA other
than Install Now and Download. If you are
a hotel app, choose Book Now or Learn
More, rather than a simple Download.

Research shows that Sign Up is used more in Facebook ads than Install App or Download.

If you make the action more specific, people love it more. So, direct them clearly if you want more
downloads.



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Use images that include a mobile device

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Facebook says, if you use images that include a mobile device,
you have a higher chance of driving downloads from your ad.
Images with a mobile device can help your audience visualize
using the app. It makes your ad images personalized. Prefer
visuals with people, not vectors.

There is an important point here. What you place inside the
device is important. Choose one of your most significant screens
that shows your benefit (the most important feature you are
providing).

You can also adapt these rules to a video ad. If you want to
promote your app via a video, include a mobile device and pick
the screens and benefits you want to show carefully.



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Pick Compelling Visuals

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Before talking about what is really compelling for a Facebook ad image(s), let’s start with what
options Facebook provides for a mobile app ad.

As you can see above, Facebook gives you 2 options to create your ad. First is choosing a single
image or video. Second is creating a carousel with more than one image or video.

If you want to show more than 1 benefit of your app, you can choose the carousel feature.



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Pick Compelling Visuals

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

• Be sure your visual(s) – even if it is a video or an image – shows a positive emotion.
• Add a CTA at the end of your video if you prefer to choose a video ad.
• Avoid stock photos.
• Use image(s) including screenshots of your app.
• Use contrasting colors to avoid confusion.
• If you prefer carousel ads, you can use continuing images like above.
• The first few seconds are very important for your video. If you choose to use a video on your

ad, use these first seconds to draw your audience’s attention.



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Make the Placement Right

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Blazingly, people will download your app if they see your ad on their smartphone. This is why you
need to place your ad on the mobile news feed and audience network.

Let’s look at which options Facebook provides for placement.

First, you can leave the choice up to Facebook. If you
choose Automatic placement, Facebook chooses the
placement by analyzing your audience and where
they really are.

If you choose mobile news feed as placement,
Audience Network will be chosen automatically. You
can change it later. You already know what Mobile
News Feed is. Let’s look at what Audience Network
is for.

With Facebook’s statement: “Your ads will show in mobile News Feed and approved partner
mobile apps and mobile websites that are part of Facebook’s Audience Network. All targeting
capabilities available on Facebook are available on the Audience Network as well.” So your ads
will be shown in mobile apps and websites with perfect targeting. To reach more people in your
target, choosing this option increases the opportunity to drive more downloads.



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Test Your Ad with Different Versions

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Even if you do all the best practices above, you cannot be sure your ad will drive the number of
installs you imagine. This is why you should create alternative ads to benchmark.

What to Change for Your A/B Testing

When you consider testing your ad with different versions, there are many elements you need to
consider. You need not change all of them in one ad. Test the ad with small budgets by changing
each part, one by one. Here is the list.

• Visual/Video
• Ad Copy
• Call to Action
• Type of Ad (Carousel or Classic)
• Your Audience (if you are not sure of it)



1- Facebook

9 Pillars of Successful Facebook App Ads to Drive Installs

• Make Your ASO Perfect

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

It is not over when you create the best ad on the planet. Don’t forget you’re directing your
audience to your app store page. If your goal is to make them download your app, you need to
bring your app store page to perfection to increase the chance. ASO (standing for App Store
Optimization) is a perfect solution to make this happen. With ASO, you present your app in a
perfect page that totally explains what your app does. Its main advantage, with that perfection, is
making your app rank higher at app stores.

Here are the elements ASO includes:

• Category Analysis: Choosing the right category affects your ranking. So first, a category 
analysis must be conducted.

• Keyword Analysis: This is the most important part of ASO. You need to find relevant keywords 
with a higher chance of ranking. This should be a very detailed analysis to find the blue ocean 
for your app.

• Name and Title Optimization According to the Best Practices.

• Description: You should optimize your description by using your main keywords.

• Icon & Screenshot Optimization: They are what your audience first sees after opening your app 
store page. They must be optimized according to the best practices.

• Localization if Needed: You must be clear about whether your app needs localization. This 
might highly affect your number of downloads.

https://appsamurai.com/app-store-optimization/
https://appsamurai.com/app-store-optimization/


2- Twitter

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

There are different ways of marketing electronically and among all ads on Twitters are considered
best to gain customer traffic as it is the most precious spot to attract huge audience from whole
world wide. Twitter has a customer pool of more than 500 million ‘Tweeps,’ giant companies with
international brands and small size companies with limited ties can achieve customers at any end
of the world with a 140-character long idiom.

The survey conducted recently concluded that almost 50% of users do purchasing from the brand
they follow on Twitter.

The Twitter user can observe different types of ads like to promote accounts, promoted tweets,
and promoted trends. These ads can be seen only when someone logged out or in of his Twitter
account. These ads are visibly seen as promoted ads. In case you like, follow or retweet any text
on Twitter the followers will notice the associated name.

Moreover, you can enhance the customer traffic with Twitter’s ads for the product or services by
the five useful golden tips:

Explore Desktop and Mobile Targeting

Twitter is considered the perfect source of mobile advertisement, as more than 80% of Twitter
users are active all day long on their smartphones, tablets, and laptops. Moreover, Twitter provides
the platform to its advertisers to check the progress of their ads by supporting separate running
Ad campaign. This separate running ad campaign checks what type of ad convince the audience
on different devices.

http://www.commonplaces.com/blog/5-benefits-of-using-twitters-promoted-products-service/
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/thrive-on-twitter/


2- Twitter

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Explore Desktop and Mobile Targeting

For example:
Zip car ad with Twitter showed using a separate running ad campaign tells what type of ads are
liked by the people watching it on a mobile device or desktop. The mobile users seek for flexibility
and immediacy whereas desktop ads show the benefits list of linking to the company.

Exploit The “now” Power

MAI ad unit of Twitter allows its users to start using the app by installing it in a few clicks. Its
powerful keys like quick hurry and now decrease the install cost and enhance conversion rate by
9%.

Image Source: http://www.nanigans.com/blog/twtr/usu/vital-strategies-improving-user-acquisition-Twitter-ads



2- Twitter

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Exploit The “now” Power

For example:
Nintendo used the Twitter ad to prop up “Miitomo” its first app for the smart device. The
preliminary positioning hysterics exact in with Twitter, while app downloads that concurrently
conveys exclusive benefits and urgency. The Twitters function of download it free focuses the
user’s attention to CTA button and them eventually start networking with their mates on Miitomo.

Play With Different Types of Ads

Twitter presents a broad range of different ad types. Test different ads to know which type best
suits your campaign in boosting customer traffic.

Image Source: http://www.slideshare.net/Sanzux/communication-skillskailas



2- Twitter

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
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Play With Different Types of Ads

For example:
Starbucks target the Twitter users by providing them with incentives on purchasing. It catches the
attention of users by inviting them to register by signing in and receive the information on
promotional deals.

Revive Creative

While going through Twitter the users will firstly look at the picture of your ad, the picture must
be attractive and attention gaining, as it will portray the impression of that service or product on
users mind. A creative test is important to know about what type of pictures relevant to your
service or product gain the user’s attention.

Image Source: https://business.Twitter.com/en/help/campaign-measurement-and-
analytics/tweet-activity-dashboard.html



2- Twitter

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

Revive Creative

For example:
The ad for Chipotle on Twitter attracts customers by posting deals or a close view of tasty mouth-
watering food. By estimating the achievement of the thread, the application Postmates can
decide what let the Twitter users to use Postmates app and continue ordering food.

Goal A Diversity Of Groups With Modified Content

There are many options to target the relevant audience through Twitter. The advertisers select the
one, which directly hits their target users.

Moreover, with the creativity and testing unit the advertisers can work to boost their product or
service.

Image Source: http://www.nanigans.com/blog/twtr/games/brands-using-Twitter-ads-
boost-app-mobile-a-game-installs



2- Twitter

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
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Revive Creative

For example:
The Twitters MAI Jet’s ad promotes baby products and diapers. Their target audience includes the
parents of the kids. Jet makes sure that the users of Twitter who are parents of kids view this ad.

Image Source: http://okmzansi.co.za/minister-fikile-mbalula-on-that-baby-that-looks-like-
him-on-Twitter-dont-donate-kids-to-me-enkosi/



3- Instagram

Social Media Ads for Mobile App
Installs

With over 500M community members, Instagram has grown to become one of the best and
largest social media platforms for mobile ads. Through ads, businesses and individuals share their
campaigns with an intensely engaged audience in a high-quality and creative way, especially with
the global availability of these Instagram app ads.

With the introduction of Instagram ads, businesses and brands are now on the same level playing
ground to getting more customers and maintaining their existing ones. Advertisers can make
payments for their ads to be featured in Instagram apps. Businesses have used Instagram ads to
drive visitors to business websites, and eventually, increase downloads of their apps.

With over 85% of top business brands making use of this one of a kind mobile user acquisition,
Instagram, the social network, has truly cemented itself as one of the biggest pillars in mobile ads.
Businesses and personal brands are seeing a surge in their revenues through Instagram app ads.
In the coming years, as can be seen from the statistics, Instagram will be a place for many ad
gurus.

Instagram Ads Types for Mobile Apps
Instagram ads are available in 3 styles;

Image Ads: These are the traditional ads where businesses and personal brands tell their stories 
through beautifully crafted imagery. Instagram offers a simple, clean, and creative canvas to make 
your images stand out.

Video Ads: With Instagram’s video ads, businesses can now share videos of up to 60 seconds 
long that come with a good power of sight, motion, and sound.

Carousel Ads: Carousel ads are meant to add a layer of depth to the traditional Instagram image 
ads. These ad types allow people to swipe and have a look at additional images. There is also a 
‘call to action’ button where people can follow a business or personal website to read more.
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Instagram Call to Action Campaigns for Mobile Apps

There are different numbers of ‘call to action’ with Instagram ads. For most Instagram app ads,
there is the ‘Install Now’ campaign, which is mainly used to increase downloads for business and
individual apps. When users click on ‘call to action’ buttons, they are taken to the App Store,
where they can download the said app directly.

There are other ‘call to action’ buttons including the ‘Use App’ button. There are equally up to 10
other ‘call to action’ buttons that give businesses the opportunity to make their choices among
the CTAs. This is to ensure a business or individual brand uses the ‘call to action’ campaign that
goes well with their brand of app.

The Performance of Instagram App Ads

App install costs are booming, and a lot of the big players in the industry have confessed of the
low-cost app install advantages of Instagram even over Facebook. See for yourself.
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Just at the end of 2015, when Instagram ads were introduced not long before that, a survey by
Nanigans revealed that the 10 largest mobile app install ads spenders saw a lower cost per app
install on Instagram than on Twitter.

Many brands have also seen major hikes in their Instagram app installs. Look at how some of these
brands made it with their ads on one of the world’s best and fastest growing social media
platforms.

Poshmark, for instance, experienced a 37% increase in the number of app installs and could
reduce ad costs considerably, by 28%.

Through Instagram ad videos, Snail Games had a 339% increase in app installs and equally had an
increase in in-app purchase rates.

The Advantages of Instagram Ads

For app Installs, Instagram app ads play a major and important role.
• Use of the terrific targeting plan of Facebook: To ensure the creation of relevant and niche

focuses ads, Instagram can use the extensive and unmatched ad targeting of Facebook to
increase app installs.

• An engaged stream of users: Instagram has a large audience who is very engaged and highly
coveted with a staggering interaction rate of 4.8 on average. This is higher than that of
Facebook by 0.72 and of Twitter by 0.25.

• Instagram comprises the younger class who are known to be app lovers with some becoming
real-time Instagram junkies. These youngsters are app lovers and are more likely to take
advantage of the ‘call to action’ buttons to install your app.

• Native style advertising: ads on Instagram naturally fit into the organic photo stream of the
user. There are not sidebars that will give divided attention to any user.
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Tips to Win More App Downloads

One way to win more app downloads is to know your audience and how best to craft your
message to suit them. Ask yourself these questions. Who are my audience? What type of
Instagram ad would they most likely take action on? Is it a video, image, or carousel ad?

Ensure your Instagram app ads come with high visuals to ensure viewing is not a problem for
users.

Make use of image captions and comment dialogues to clearly and creatively express you and sell
your app brand.

Instagram has grown into a platform where your app downloads can be increased tremendously
with the right marketing and ad campaign tools.
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Video Ads are amazing tools to promote mobile apps and they are very appreciated by users.
Although you have to invest a little more effort, time and money it’s all worth it in the end. Video
ads can be the connection between brands and customers. A chart from Statista predict that by
2020, spends for mobile video ads will reach four times the amount that was registered in 2015.

An infographic published by Google reveals that mobile video ads have 83% viewablility and, at
YouTube over half of all views come from mobile. So it’s a good decision to invest in this type of
promotion and to bond mobile apps with video ads.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/258544/mobile-video-ad-spending-in-the-us/
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Since 2005, YouTube became a media channel where millions of people watch videos every day.
You can use YouTube to promote your mobile app even if you just upload a video about the utility
of the app, if you can’t reach their ads service. It is important to know how to create a video to
increase your app downloads. There are some techniques that can make the difference between
an amateur video maker and real brand promoter.

• Highlight features. Think about what are the strongest points of your app. The most important
fact that you have to present in the video is what problem is solved by your app.

• How it works? Users watch videos about mobile apps mainly to figure out how to use it. This
will increase the onboarding flow and will engage users even more.

• Don’t be boring. It is important to remain focused on the big picture. If you go too deep into
details you will fail to reach your scope.

• Make it short. Indeed, time is money. Every person’s time is precious. Don’t waist it. Just
intrigue your possible user and let him discover other details when he will use the app.

• Watch your competitors. Take a peak to your competitors. If they don’t have a video for their
app, it’s great because creating a clip puts you a step in front of them. If they have at least one,
watch it and try to discover its strong and weak points so you can make yours better.

• Be honest with your skills. If you are a great video maker, it will be easy for you to create an
amazing promotional product. If not, just hire an expert and enjoy the results.

• Promote the video. I know, you made the video to promote your app, but you have to be sure
that your video is being viewed. So, if you have a blog or a website, show a link to send your
readers directly to YouTube page for more insights of your app.

• Link to your app. YouTube offers more: you have to add a link to your app page in app store to
the description section to make it easier for your viewers to download the app if they liked the
video.

• Do video optimization. Just like the necessity of app store optimization, your video has to be
prepared for both, YouTube Search and Google Search. It is almost the same process like ASO.
It is crucial to choose the right keywords especially for the title but, be careful not to be too
competitive. Add those keywords into description and even in the channel name.
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YouTube Ad Types For Mobile Apps

It is essential to know all types of YouTube Ads to understand what suits you best. First of all, you
have to enable video monetization. After that, choose one type of YouTube Ads that you think it
will make the difference for your app:

Display Ads. It is the red zone in the picture. It’s
displayed near the player or below the player, if
the player is too big. This type is available only for
Desktop screens and has dimensions of 300 x 250
or 300 x 60.

Skippable Video Ads. Those ads are displayed on
the entire player zone on desktop, mobile devices,
game consoles and TV. They can show up before,
during or after the video and they offer the option
to be closed after 5 seconds.

Overlay Ads. These are semi – transparent ads, like
images or text with dimensions of 468 x 60 or 728
x 90 that can be seen only on desktop screens, on
20% of your video, on the lower side of it.

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2467968?hl=en
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/94522
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YouTube Ad Types For Mobile Apps

Non – skippable Video Ads and Long, Non –
Skippable Video Ads. These are the ads that can’t
be closed after 5 seconds and their length vary
from 15 seconds up to 30 seconds the long ones.
They can appear before, during or after the main
video on desktop or mobile devices.

Sponsored Cards. As its name states, this type of
ads contains cards of varied dimensions that
appear on the right side of the screen on desktop
or mobile devices.

Bumper Ads. These are just like non – skippable Video Ads but shorter, having only 6
seconds.
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How To Create YouTube Ads (Best Practices)

Google explains a concept called TrueView that is an ad format where you pay only when a viewer
watches your video for 30 seconds or more or he clicks the Install button. TrueView ads can be in
– stream ads, which are videos that play on YouTube app or video discovery which are small
images with maximum 3 lines of text on YouTube app. To create such an ad you have to follow
some steps. First, you have to choose for campaign type Video – Mobile App Installs. Next, you
will track app conversions whether you have an Android app or an iOS app. After that you need to
choose the Target CPA bidding strategy. Create ad group for each type and test them for a month
to see what is the right fit for your app. Because the user can skip the ad after 5 seconds, it is
crucial to engage him from the start. Make him want to view your video ad and of course, to
download your app. If you have users from other countries, be sure that you translate your ad
using language tool from YouTube.

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/7013689?hl=en
https://support.google.com/displayspecs/answer/6055025
https://support.google.com/displayspecs/answer/6227733?hl=en&ref_topic=4623279
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6255257
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6095881
https://youtube-creators.googleblog.com/2015/11/found-in-translation-language-tools-for.html


Interstitial Ads

Interstitial ads are one of the most popular mobile ad formats used by indie developers because
of their high impression rate to increase downloads and revenue. In this article, we will talk about;
• What they are,
• Why developers and marketers prefer them – by including interstitial ads’ pros and cons,
• And how to get the most out of interstitial ads.

Let’s start with its definition and working algorithm.

What Are Interstitial Ads?

Interstitial ads are full-screen ad formats covering the interface of an app and appearing at natural
app transition points like pausing a game. Users have the option to skip the ad if they want. The
main difference between a banner ad and an interstitial ad is that interstitial ads cover all the
screen, and it makes it catchier and more effective.

Why Are Interstitial Ads Used?
Developers prefer interstitial ads because of many reasons. Here are the reasons marketers and
developers choose interstitial ads.
• Interstitial ads have higher click-through rates than banner ads because of their sizes and

bigger impressions on users. Users have 2 options; they will either click the ad or skip the ad to
return to the app.

• Developers have larger screen real estate to convince people to take an action on the ad,
thanks to more compelling and convincing visuals.

Interstitial ads have cons too. If you don’t use them according to the best practices, they will
cause lower user retention. If you hinder your users from finishing actions, they will uninstall your
app. So if you want to get the most out of interstitial ads, you should follow some rules and best
practices.
Are interstitial ads a good choice for your app?
According to Google: “Interstitial ads are best suited for apps with linear user experiences. There
should be very clear starting and stopping points in an app. If you have an app that may not meet
this criteria (e.g., utility apps like flashlight apps), consider using another ad format such as a
banner ad.”

https://support.google.com/admob/answer/6066980?hl=en&ref_topic=2745287
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Best Practices of Interstitial Ads

Placement is Very Crucial
The first thing you should remember about interstitial ads is where and when to locate the ads.
Here are the best practices for placing the ads.
• Avoid placing interstitial ads at app loading screen and exiting screen.
• Don’t show them while users are currently completing a task like playing the game.
• If you’are a game app with levels, place the ads after each level completed (or a new level

starts).
• Accidental clicks are not useful for you. This is why you should be careful with placement to

increase its efficiency.
• To use interstitial ads at a regular interval, you should know the in-app metrics of a single app

user, such as average session length. Use an in-app tracking tool to analyze the ad’s efficiency.
• You can also show the ads in user-based pauses.
• Create a flow chart for your app and find the best places to show the ads.
• Gaming apps mostly use interstitial ads. If you have a gaming app, make sure you are not

showing the ad while a user is playing the game.

Image Source: https://support.google.com/admob/answer/6201350
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Best Practices of Interstitial Ads

Frequency is Important

One of the most important reasons people uninstall apps is intrusive advertising. If you want to
benefit from your advertising efforts, you need to avoid overwhelming users with many ads. In
interstitial ads, be careful about the frequency to avoid uninstalls.

Here are some best practices to find the best frequency.

• Avoid showing ads after every single action that a user takes. Google suggests that you should 
place only one interstitial ad after every two user actions within your app.

• Test the frequency of your app to find the best one that avoids a bad user experience. Follow 
important metrics like click-through rates and retention rate.

• Be careful that you don’t show an interstitial ad one after another.
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Newly Launched Apps’ Chances to Be Found Is Decreasing
There are about 4 million apps in App Store and Google Play as of today. And hundreds of new
apps are launched every single day. Developing an amazing app that solves your audiences’ exact
problem is just a beginning for a long way of competition. Let’s say that you have an iOS
navigation app, which is in the least popular category in App Store according to Statista. Here is
the huge list of iOS navigation apps. Whichever the category and popularity of your app is, you
should handle with a harsh competition to pass your competitors and get found by your audience.
If you want to do it organically, you have to create a long-term marketing strategy. In that point,
burst campaigns give you an amazing chance to reach your audience without wasting time and
effort.

Ranking at the Top of Any Category Is Harder Than Ever
How many daily downloads do you need to rank in your app’s category? Here is an example.
Below, you can see a US-based news app. For a 7-day campaign for United States to ranked at top
10, they need 29.311 daily installs. For Top 50, the estimated daily download number needed is
6175.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/270291/popular-categories-in-the-app-store/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/genre/ios-navigation/id6010?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/genre/ios-navigation/id6010?mt=8
http://dashboard.appsamurai.com/welcome/#login
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This is just an example for a specific category in a specific country. If you have a newly launched
app, it will be harder and harder to rank even top 100 in your app’s category. This needs a long-
term and heavy effort. After all there is no guarantee that your app will be liked by your users
when you reach them as a result of these efforts.

Organic Uplift Proves That Burst is Not All About Poor Quality Users
When it comes to burst campaigns, the main drawback is poor quality of acquired users. However,
app owners should know that increasing the category ranking of an app is not the main aim of
burst campaigns. Their main aim is to increase the category ranking in order to increase the
visibility of an app and increase the organic downloads accordingly. So you don’t only have users
coming from media buying, but also the ones coming after your rank is increased. If your app is
good enough for your potential users, you have a big chance to be stick in the rank you reached
after the burst campaign. And this difference between your pre-campaign rank and post-
campaign rank shows your organic uplift. Our analysis also show that paid traffic through App
Samurai has a day 7 retention of %3 to %8 which is also more than acceptable for boost campaign
traffic.

Here is a perfect example. Below you can see an organic uplift example from leading travel
company having an extensive brand portfolio in Turkey. During the burst campaign, their daily
installs reached to 1197 from 203! After the campaign, daily organic installs increased to 600 from
203! And that means 295% increase in daily downloads.
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It’s not About the Budget, It is About Your Investment Plan
Burst campaigns give you a chance to see the potential of your app in the eyes of your users. The
money you spent in a burst campaign doesn’t only brings new users, but also shows you if it
worth to invest more or not. It is much better to invest some money at the beginning than
spending hundreds of thousands of dollars without knowing whether it will succeed or not.

It is a Chance to Test Your App with Real Users
What real users think about your app determines the destiny of your app. Your friends and family
can help you see the important bugs and issues with your app but it is not enough to find out
whether your potential users like it or not. It is obvious that competition is harsh and acquiring
users is harder than ever. Under this circumstance, finding what your real users think about your
app is hard because you don’t acquire enough users. Burst campaigns help you acquire new users
who are willing to give feedback about your app. You can also watch them by tracking in-app
events to learn where they left your app or what is their session duration. You can take in-app
actions to improve your app’s quality by analyzing those valuable feedbacks.

What Else Can Be Better Than Knowing What Your Competitors’ Are Doing
It is always the easiest way to say that “If i were you”. It is the same when it comes to competition.
Think for a second. What happens if you have a chance to simulate your competitors’ position in
your category? You will have an amazing chance to think and act like your competitors and see
the opportunities, threats, weaknesses, and strengths coming from being at the top! This is not a
small thing to consider: This is what you need to do to know your next steps and the only boost
campaigns give you this chance in the short run in order to be in your competitors’ shoes.

It Is Just Part of a Whole Marketing Strategy, Not the Strategy Itself
Seeing burst campaigns as the only mobile marketing strategy that an app developer should take
into account is just the easiest way to see its negative sides. Yes, burst is a mobile user acquisition
strategy but an app developer should also consider the other main metrics like app retention, LTV,
and engagement rates. A successful mobile marketing strategy is not only about user acquisition
even if it is an important one. This is why burst campaigns should be seen as a part of a marketing
strategy, not the the whole strategy itself.
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What Happens If Somebody Tells You That You Can Go Viral

We all know that there is no such thing as one night success. It is all about the efforts you made
for hundreds of hours. Yes you created an amazing app by allocating a huge effort, time, and
money. Now it is time to present your precious! However as we talked along this article,
competition doesn’t allow you waking up as a Top 10 app in some morning. But, wait. Why not?
Why not your app becomes the next PokemonGO if it is qualified enough for this? Well, burst
campaigns give you this opportunity. By ranking at top via burst campaigns, you can have a
chance to go viral.

Well, it is of course up to you to choose using burst or not. However, it absolutely isn’t dead!
When it is created according to best practices, it will be one of the most powerful savers of
mobile marketers and indie developers. And it seems like this power will continue for a longer
time.



The Comprehensive Guide to
Mobile App Engagement

Gartner, Inc. predicts that, through 2018, less than 0.01 percent of consumer mobile apps 
will be considered a financial success by their developers!

So, without a strict and smart plan, you don’t have a chance to reach your goals, and the 
most important pillar of your plan should cover mobile app engagement. Even if mobile 
user acquisition is an important part of any mobile strategy, you need to remember that 
the first thing you need to work on should be mobile engagement.

In this eBook, you will find out:
o 7 ways to increase mobile app engagement
o Mobile app engagement ads
o 5 metrics you need to track for mobile engagement
o 3 main mobile engagement mistakes to avoid

https://appsamurai.com/a-comprehensive-guide-to-mobile-app-engagement/


Want to reach your audience and 
increase your app downloads?

http://dashboard.appsamurai.com/welcome/
https://www.facebook.com/appsamuraiofficial/
https://twitter.com/AppSamurai
https://plus.google.com/b/118302961343666470764/118302961343666470764
https://www.linkedin.com/company/app-samurai
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgXdv0N93TciAPRxFiWlM_A



